
Half and Half Sound FX Pack 2
TrackTitle Duration
Air tone in a small university quad with sparse pedestrians 02:08.570
ATM bank machine button pressing with entering code beeps, and cheque amount 00:35.856
ATM bank machine drawer open, removing cash, and closing drawer 00:05.408
ATM bank machine ejecting and removing card violently 00:04.794
ATM bank machine inserting card smoothly 00:06.048
Diesel double ended ferry boat while riding at stern 00:49.578
Diesel double ended ferry boat while riding at stern while braking and docking with a shudder 00:45.685
Diesel double ended ferry boat while riding at stern decelerating and cutting engine then gliding 01:34.784
Brook rushing over a small waterfall in a loop 00:25.824
Canon AE-1 vintage camera shutter release and taking picture, springy 1 00:00.928
Canon SD 650 digital camera taking a picture with flash 00:03.605
Polaroid SX-70 Land Camera taking a picture and removing photo 00:25.722
Alumimun beer can opening slowly 00:02.960
Car peeling out on gravel sweetener, mushy slide spray, fastest 00:01.605
Clothes dryer door closing and opening 00:08.608
Clothes dryer drying with metal and button hits 02:02.144
Construction site with motor idling, worker chatter, light activity, and distant cutting wheel 02:06.165
Construction site with motor idling, voices, light activity, and distant cutting wheel 01:34.693
Construction site with shovelling, blower, and distant demolition hammer 04:27.509
Large crowd in a throng milling, content with chair creaks 01:36.106
Crowd on a bar patio with light chatter, men speaking clearly 02:09.056
Crowd at a bus station’s platform entrance, medium with steady passes, and passengers arriving in a surge 03:35.536
Crowd on a full cafe patio bustling and chatty 02:46.773
Crowd in a Tim Horton’s cafe wandering with call outs 02:18.352
Crowd in a college food court thriving and busy 03:54.207
Crowd at a community center hall airy light with activity in the distance 02:35.855
Crowd at a dinner party with kids and adults assembling in the distance with kids shrieking 01:36.537
Crowd outside milling and happy with children, post-event 00:47.621
Medium crowd outside milling with footsteps on dirt with voices passing 01:13.877
Crowd of kids and adults playing at a splash pad 1 01:01.042
Crowd of male teenagers loitering 00:41.786
Crowd in a huge library with a murmur in the distance 1 02:55.052
Crowd in a lobby with doors in the distance, binaural microphone 02:13.701
Small military army squad crowd, light and milling, working with voices and activity and drill sergeant 01:49.743
Small military army squad crowd, light and milling, working with voices, activity, and truck idling 01:21.487
Crowd in an art museum entrance foyer, medium with friends voices departing 02:29.594
Crowd in an art museum huge gallery, medium distant idling 01:48.842
Crowd in an art museum large gallery, busy and wandering steadily 03:38.853
Crowd in an art museum medium gallery, idling lively and discussing 01:01.370
Crowd in an art museum small gallery, light 00:35.728
Crowd in a government business registration office, small and light, active and loitering 01:36.709
Crowd in a government business registration office, small and light, discussing with printout 01:24.986
Crowd at a playground idling with kids playing, parents, chatting and a soccer ball in the distance 00:56.570
Crowd on a sparse commercial set pre scene busy with blocking 02:00.719
Crowd at a tennis court playing and practicing with a few rallies 01:04.847
Small wooden nightstand cupboard door open and close series 1 00:15.151
Wooden bedroom door from the hall perspective shoving in a series 2 00:52.159
Wooden thumpy bedroom door knocking x2 inquisitively 00:01.082
Halloween haunted house wooden door creaking and opening, rising to a groan in the distance 00:07.456
Single Whistle Bomb air bomb tube firework whistle strong and bang 00:02.570
Single The Hummer bombshell tube firework whistle lightly then crackle 1 00:03.605
Peterbilt 320 garbage truck idling and departing with a clatter 00:24.559
Bare damaged Western Digital hard drive spinning and chugging, active 00:22.858
Washing dishes, add to sink, rubbing, rinsing, then placing in dish rack, using a cloth 00:35.301
Bobcat S250 skid-steer loader with breaker attachment works from weak to focused, then stops 01:07.482
Bobcat S300 skid-steer loader with breaker attachment works with insistent bursts, then maneuvers to idle 00:57.423
Bobcat S300 skid-steer loader with breaker attachment works with timid, probing bursts 00:44.842
Pool in a university gym from the balcony, swimming lengths with character 02:11.797
Brother multifunction laser printer copying five sheets 00:38.597
Brother multifunction laser printer scanning into feed tray 00:20.485
Nascar race car at trackside passing medium slow with a mid shift 00:06.623
Clock radio scanning the AM band quickly and turning off 00:32.330
30 foot wide medium-speed river rushing with a subtle glub 02:13.274
Small room tone in a bachelor apartment 00:46.031
Small room tone in a bachelor apartment washroom 01:11.920
Small room tone in a bachelor apartment washroom with water in pipes 02:04.581
Domestic room tome in a furnace room with water heater and furnace running steadily with a water trickle 00:55.887
10.5 hp snow blower approaching and working in passes 03:36.074
10.5 hp snow blower idling low to high, then off 01:03.610
Subway in Toronto passing medium fast with an urgent groan 00:16.986
Subway in Toronto passing medium slow timidly and steadily in the distance 00:19.226
Gritty lamp pull chain switch 2 00:00.832
Tambourine shaking in a rhythm at medium speed 1 00:05.503
Thunder with rain sizzle to crack in the medium distance 00:05.898
Traffic after curve on a four-lane road with lite passes in waves, aggressive to casual 03:40.773
Traffic after curve on a four-lane road with medium, spread-out waves passing restlessly, with streetcar 03:06.789
Traffic at Toronto airport passenger drop off, happy 02:08.816
Traffic from a rooftop perspective at dawn with a soft stream of traffic and some texture 01:17.146
Traffic in snow and slush passing lightly by, slow and soppy 04:17.615
Traffic at a town intersection with swells, motorcycles and voices passing 03:12.741
Wet highway traffic streaming with trucks wailing, gliding 02:33.786
Late thirties male soldier saying, Mayday, x3 urgently in a series with a radio effect 00:14.026
Late thirties male soldier saying, Roger, in a series with a radio effect 00:11.861
PA announcement in an airport with a man saying, Liquids and gels, slow, smoothly and slowly, PA effect with reverb 00:23.765
PA announcement, transit, with a man saying, Train 85 to Boston will be ready for boarding and assistance, deep, PA effect with 00:12.810
Late thirties male police officer saying, Shots are fired suspect is down request EMT, x3 with a radio effect 00:12.522
Walkie talkie or two-way ring and vibrate 1 with a trill 00:03.978
Walkie talkie or two-way talk beep 00:01.109
Water draining in a bath tub with a gargle, loud and mouthy with drips 00:03.349
Whoosh, airy drone, medium, bold and high 00:04.122
Whoosh, airy and smooth, slow and wavering, high 00:06.037
Glassy reversed whoosh up to stop, fine and musical 1, swiping up 00:01.541
Glassy reversed whoosh up to stop, plate glass, musical 2, swiping up 00:01.728
Work with a pair cleaining snow with shovelling and a snow blower ebbing and growing in the distance 02:32.373
Work shovelling snow with a scooper in passes 00:35.445
Work with 2 demolition hammers working on concrete and metal in short, shivering spurts 04:00.912
Work with a pair hammering a concrete block wall with debris patiently 01:26.447
Work shoveling concrete debris steady with scraping 01:49.562
Zipper on a laptop bag opening and closing in a series 3 00:16.463
Zipper on a nylon bag opening and closing in a series 00:28.570
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